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Abstract

Transportable accelerator sources of epithermal neutrons are crucial for the development of hospital-based boron

neutron capture therapy (BNCT) as a treatment modality for brain cancers. One method for producing such epithermal

neutrons is near-threshold (p,n) reactions as studied by our group, as well as several other investigators. As part of this

e�ort, we have developed accurate methods for computing the angular distributions and energy spectra of neutrons

from thick targets using the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction near threshold. Neutron yields are calculated for lithium metal as well

as several lithium compounds of low molecular weight. The calculational method is discussed, with emphasis on the

improvements over previously published methods. Neutron energy spectra, angular distributions, and total yields for

proton beam energies up to 120 keV above threshold are presented. A method is also demonstrated for calculating

neutron yields for targets that are not su�ciently thick to slow protons past the reaction threshold. Ó 1999 Elsevier

Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.25.Dz; 25.40.Qa; 27.20.+n

Keywords: Boron neutron capture therapy; Near-threshold BNCT; Thick target neutron production; 7Li(p,n)7Be
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1. Introduction

Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is a
binary cancer treatment modality. The treatment
consists of two parts: (i) injection of a boronated

compound, which preferentially concentrates in
cancerous cells, into the patient, followed by (ii)
irradiation of the tumor by thermal neutrons. The
10B(n,a)7Li reaction, with its very large thermal
neutron cross section, produces energetic heavy
charged particles that provide highly localized
dose deposition in the tumor, while the lower bo-
ron accumulation in surrounding healthy tissue
results in relative sparing of these tissues [1].

For deep-seated tumors, thermal neutrons will
not su�ciently penetrate the skull cap, depositing
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the bulk of their energy near the skin surface. For
this reason, one of two approaches to BNCT is
required: surgical resection of the skull cap so that
the tumor site is exposed to a thermal neutron
beam, or the use of a higher energy neutron beam
[2]. Fast neutrons (greater than �10 keV) are un-
acceptable for the second option because the
neutron dose to the skin surface is unacceptably
high and e�ectively limits the potential deliverable
dose to the tumor. An epithermal beam, however,
will penetrate the skull, moderating in the brain
tissue and thermalizing near the tumor site without
restrictively high skin doses. Epithermal beams
thus allow patient treatment without surgical re-
section, though surgical debulking of the tumor
usually takes place prior to treatment with BNCT.
Previous work has established that the range of
epithermal neutron energies ideal for BNCT is
from �1 eV to �10 keV [3].

Because the energies of neutrons needed for
BNCT are relatively low, moderation of the neu-
tron source is required before delivery to the pa-
tient. Accelerator neutron sources, considered
necessary for the successful implementation of
BNCT in hospital settings, must be intense (to
permit reasonable treatment times) and still pro-
vide an epithermal beam with small fast neutron,
thermal neutron, and c-ray contamination. A
popular reaction considered for accelerator BNCT
neutron sources is 7Li(p,n)7Be because the rapid
rise of the cross section near threshold provides
large quantities of relatively low energy neutrons.
The cross section reaches 270 mb within 50 keV of
the reaction threshold energy of 1.88 MeV, and a
broad resonance centered at 2.25 MeV takes the
cross section up to 580 mb [4]. Most past work by
other researchers has concentrated on a proton
bombarding energy of 2.50 MeV in order to take
advantage of the resonance at 2.25 MeV [3]. This
proton bombarding energy produces large neutron
yields as the beam slows down in the lithium
target, but the maximum and mean neutron en-
ergies are 787 and 326 keV, respectively. These
beams require extensive moderation to reduce
neutron energies to the epithermal region. These
considerations have led our group to consider
near-threshold BNCT as a viable alternative to
conventional BNCT [5±7]. The proton bombard-

ing energy is only several tens of keV above the
reaction threshold, producing lower neutron yields
but also beams with much lower mean energies,
requiring much less moderation.

In the investigation of near-threshold BNCT, it
is necessary to have an accurate method for com-
puting thick target neutron yields. Speci®cally,
both the energy spectrum and angular distribution
of the neutrons produced by protons of a certain
bombarding energy are required. It has been de-
termined that the existing methods for computing
thick target neutron yields are insu�cient for ac-
curate calculations over the range of incident
proton energies of interest in this research. In
particular, tabulated cross sections provide excel-
lent data for energies above about 1.95 MeV, but
the Jacobians used to calculate thick target neu-
tron yields produce in®nities close to the reaction
threshold. Analytical forms of the di�erential cross
section alleviate this problem close to threshold,
but are incorrect for higher energies. A self-con-
sistent method for producing di�erential thick
target neutron yields for all proton energies below
2.50 MeV has been developed. This method has
also been modi®ed to determine neutron yields
from compounds that contain lithium, as well as
extending our method to partially thick targets.
Partially thick targets are of su�cient thickness to
result in signi®cant proton energy loss, but are not
su�ciently thick to slow the proton beam below
the reaction threshold.

This article describes the method developed to
generate the thick target di�erential neutron yields
from near-threshold proton beams, focusing on
the mathematical di�culties that arise for calcu-
lations within several keV of the reaction threshold
and the techniques for overcoming these com-
plexities. The results of calculations using this
method are presented, including di�erential and
total yields for thick and partially thick targets.

2. Theory

2.1. Near-threshold kinematics

As an illustration of the principles used in these
calculations, consider a monoenergetic incident
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proton beam with energy, Ep0
, of 1.95 MeV strik-

ing a thick lithium target. A thick target is de®ned
to be su�ciently thick to slow protons past the
reaction threshold. Fig. 1 provides kinematic re-
lations between h, the polar angle of emission of
the neutron in the lab system; En, the lab neutron
energy; and Ep, the lab proton energy that pro-
duced the neutron, for the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction.
This ®gure was produced with standard, non-rel-
ativistic kinematic equations involving the vari-
ables described above. Lines of constant Ep are
plotted from Ep0

to Ep � Eth, the threshold energy
of 1.88 MeV. When the proton beam impinges on
a thick lithium target, the initial neutron yield will
follow the energy and angle behavior shown on the
uppermost contour. As the protons lose energy in
the target, the energy and angular dependence of
the neutron yield will be determined from contours
of continuously decreasing proton energy, until
neutrons are only produced in the forward direc-
tion at an energy of 29.7 keV at Eth. The neutron
energy at threshold is determined from
En�Eth� � mpmnEth=�mBe � mn�2, where mp, mn, and
mBe are the proton, neutron, and 7Be nuclear
masses. A thick lithium target will only produce
neutrons with energies and angles corresponding

to proton energies below Ep0
, i.e., neutrons will not

be produced with energies and angles above the
uppermost contour of Fig. 1. Note that for proton
energies below

E�p �
mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�

mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp� ÿ mpmn

Eth

� 1:92 MeV; �1�

neutron production is double-valued, giving two
neutron energies for each angle of emission. In
addition, neutrons are only produced in the for-
ward direction (h < 90�).

It is clear from Fig. 1 that any combination of h
and En uniquely speci®es Ep, and the di�erential
neutron yield is therefore a pointwise function of
these variables. This observation implies that it is
not necessary to discretize the proton energy as the
beam slows down in the target. The di�erential
neutron yield at each proton energy is given by

d2Y
dX dEn

�h;En�

� N7Li

�drpn=dX0� �dX0=dX� �dEp=dEn�
�ÿdEp=dx� ; �2�

where d2Y =dX dEn is the di�erential neutron yield
in units of neutrons per keV per steradian per
millicoulomb, N7Li is the 7Li (target) atomic den-
sity, drpn=dX0 is the center-of-mass system (CM)
di�erential (p,n) cross section, dX and dX0 are
di�erential solid angles in the lab and CM, re-
spectively, and ÿdEp=dx is the proton stopping
power in the target.

In order to have more compact notation in the
following equations, it is useful to introduce two
kinematic parameters, c and n [8]. c is de®ned as
the ratio of the ®nal CM speed to the CM speed of
the neutron. The following expression for c can be
obtained from the nonrelativistic linear momen-
tum and energy equations.

c �
�������������������������������������������������������������������

mpmn

mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�
Ep

Ep ÿ Eth

� �s
: �3�

Note that as Ep approaches threshold, c!1, and
for Ep < E�p, c > 1. In addition, the parameter n is
de®ned byFig. 1. Proton energy contours for a thick lithium target.
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n2 � 1=c2 ÿ sin2 h: �4�
The ®rst step in our determination of the thick
target di�erential neutron yield is choosing a set
of (h; En) grid points at which d2Y =dX dEn is
calculated. We generally use 1�, 1-keV intervals
ranging from 0 to 180� and 0 to 250 keV. For
each grid point, the proton energy Ep is calcu-
lated in a manner similar to that used to produce
the contours of Fig. 1. Once Ep has been deter-
mined, c, n, and the mass stopping power are
determined, since these quantities are functions of
Ep alone. The mass stopping power is determined
from analytic formulas ®t to experimental data
[9].

Since the di�erential cross section drpn=dX0 is a
function of the CM angle of emission, h0, the next
step in the calculation is to determine the correct
value of h0 corresponding to (h; En). For Ep > E�p,
neutron production is single-valued and

h0 � h� sinÿ1�c sin h�; �5�

while for Ep < E�p, neutron production is double-
valued and there are two possibilities for h0. These
CM angles, h01 and h02, are related to h by

h01 � h� sinÿ1�c sin h�; �6�

h02 � p� hÿ sinÿ1�c sin h�: �7�
Note that h01 is the more forward-directed of these
two angles and corresponds to higher neutron
energies, while h02 is directed in the backward di-
rection and corresponds to lower neutron energies.
Now de®ning a neutron energy Eequal:

Eequal � �1� c2�E0n; �8�
where E0n is the CM neutron energy, given by

E0n �
mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�
�mBe � mn�2

�Ep ÿ Eth�; �9�

it is straightforward to demonstrate that for a
given proton energy Ep, Eequal corresponds to the
point where h01 � h02 � h� 90�. From the above
statements, if En P Eequal for the grid point in
question, we must have h01 and Eq. (6) is calcu-
lated; if En < Eequal, h02 is the correct CM angle and

Eq. (7) is used. Note from Eq. (6) that the maxi-
mum angle of emission for proton energies below
E�p is given by hmax � sinÿ1�1=c�.

It now remains to determine the CM di�erential
cross section and the Jacobian transformations
given in Eq. (2). These transformations are given
by

dX0

dX
� � c

n
�cos h� n�2; �10�

dEp

dEn

� 1

cos h� n
�mBe � mn�2Epn

mpmnEpn�cos h� n� � mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�Eth

" #
:

�11�

In Eqs. (10) and (11), the � sign is used when
h0 � h01 and the ÿ sign is used when h0 � h02. Care
must be taken in employing these expressions in
various regions of (h; En) space. For example, in
the vicinity of hmax, dX0=dX!1 and
dEp=dEn ! 0. This means that Eq. (2) is indeter-
minate at points where h � hmax, and this will
create a computational problem for (h; En) values
at or close to these points. However, this problem
can be easily remedied by considering the product
of dX0=dX and dEp=dEn, given by

dX0

dX
dEp

dEn

� ��mBe � mn�2�cos h� n�cEp

mpmnEpn�cos h� n� � mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�Eth

:

�12�

Now the limit for this product of Jacobians is
given by

lim
h!hmax

dX0

dX
dEp

dEn

� �mBe � mn�2Ep

mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�Eth

�������������
c2 ÿ 1

p
:

�13�

Using the product of the Jacobian transfor-
mations therefore circumvents the computational
problems that arise when calculating each trans-
formation separately. For this reason, and since
the expression for the Jacobian product has the
simple closed form given in Eq. (12), this expres-
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sion is used in all di�erential yield calculations. All
calculational di�culties are not removed by the
substitution given in Eq. (12). The greatest di�-
culty in near-threshold neutron yield calculations
comes from the behavior of c as Ep ! Eth: as
pointed out earlier, c becomes unbounded, and
dX0=dX dEp=dEn !1. We know that the CM
di�erential cross section must go to zero at the
reaction threshold, so Eq. (2) is still indeterminate
�0 � 1� at Ep � Eth. To understand how this
problem is overcome, the particular aspects of the
7Li(p,n)7Be cross section near threshold must be
considered.

In 1975, Liskien and Paulsen compiled exten-
sive experimental cross section measurements from
the existing literature and generated best ®ts to the
data over the proton energy range from 1.95 to 7.0
MeV for both the reaction leading to the ground
state of 7Be and the ®rst excited state, which has a
threshold at 2.37 MeV [10]. These CM cross sec-
tions are given as Legendre polynomial expan-
sions:

drpn

dX0
�h0� � drpn

dX0
�0��

X3

i�0

Ai�Ep�Pi�cos h0�: �14�

The proton energy-dependent parameters A0, A1,
A2, A3, and drpn=dX0�0�� are tabulated, making it
extremely simple to use their ®ts for calculating
reaction cross sections. In order to replicate the
smooth variation of the cross section parameters
with proton energy, cubic splines were ®t through
the data points given in Liskien and Paulsen's
paper.

The tabulated cross section data from Liskien
and Paulsen's paper are good for energies above
1.95 MeV, but they do not help us resolve the
problem of indeterminacy near the reaction
threshold. It is necessary to use an analytical form
for the CM di�erential cross section to determine
the actual near-threshold limits of the terms in Eq.
(2). It has been pointed out by Gibbons and
Macklin, as well as other sources [4,8,11±13], that
the reaction cross section has the form expected
from a broad s-wave resonance centered at about
1.93 MeV. The resulting form of the theoretical
cross section is

drpn

dX0
� A

x

Ep�1� x�2 ; �15�

where x � Cn=Cp, the ratio of the neutron to
proton channel widths, which has a functional
form on the narrow energy range near threshold
of x � C0

����������������������
1ÿ Eth=Ep

p
, and C0 and A are con-

stants to be determined. We use C0 � 6 to be
consistent with the cross section data of Gibbons
and Macklin. We have chosen a proton energy of
1.925 MeV as the boundary between tabulated
and theoretical cross section values. This energy
is roughly the upper limit of applicability of Eq.
(15) (�50 keV above threshold), and the
theoretical expression for drpn=dX0 has zero slope
at this energy, making a smooth transition
to the interpolated values a simple matter. The-
oretical and interpolated cross section values
agree at this energy if we set A � 164:913 mb
MeV/sr.

Now using the de®nition of c in Eq. (3), we may
combine Eqs. (12) and (15) to give the cumber-
some but useful formula

drpn

dX0
dX0

dX
dEp

dEn

� �AC0�mBe � mn�2�cos h� n� ������������������������������������������������������
mpmn=mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�

p
�1� x�2�mpmnEpn�cos h� n� � mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�Eth�

�16�
for proton energies near threshold. Note that the
threshold limit of Eq. (16) is a ®nite, non-zero
value:

lim
Ep!Eth

drpn

dX0
dX0

dX
dEp

dEn

� AC0�mBe � mn�2
������������������������������������������������������
mpmn=mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�

p
mBe�mBe � mn ÿ mp�Eth

:

�17�

For proton energies above the 1.925 MeV cuto�,
the CM di�erential cross section is determined by
interpolating the cross section parameters between
their tabulated values using the cubic spline ®ts,
and this is multiplied by the product of Jacobians
given in Eq. (12). For proton energies below this
cuto�, the expression given in Eq. (16) is used to
determine the di�erential neutron yields. Finally,
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using expressions for the 7Li density in natural
lithium metal, the thick target di�erential neutron
yield is given by

d2Y
dX dEn

�h;En� � f7LiN0

eAeff

drpn

dX0
dX0
dX

dEp

dEn

ÿ 1
q

dEp

dx

; �18�

where f7Li is the 7Li atomic fraction in natural
lithium metal (92.5%), N0 is Avogadro's number, e
is the electronic charge, and Aeff is the atomic
weight of natural lithium metal.

2.2. Thick target neutron yield surface

Fig. 2 shows an example of a thick target
di�erential neutron yield for 1.95 MeV incident
proton energy. Note the smooth behavior of the
yield surface in all regions of the calculation, due
to the techniques described in the previous sec-
tion. An irregular, jagged boundary edge be-
tween zero and non-zero yields is apparent in
Fig. 2, which occurs because the yields are
evaluated on a square array of grid points. There
is actually a smooth line between the zero and
non-zero values at the edge of the yield surface,
which is the yield due to protons with an energy
of precisely Ep0

, but because this line does not
intersect the grid points where computed yield

values are displayed, it is not visible as a smooth
edge. The computer program that was written to
implement this calculational technique is de-
signed to calculate the location of this edge and
the corresponding di�erential neutron yields, so
that energy spectra and angular distributions are
integrated smoothly.

Fig. 3 is a plot of the 0� thick target di�erential
neutron yield for neutron energies between 0 and
150 keV. The calculations described previously
have been modi®ed in this plot to predict neutron
yields for 7Li metal, rather than natural lithium.
The 0� di�erential yield shows good agreement
with experimental data given by Kononov in his
paper [14]. Error bars for these data were not given
in the original reference. The rounding of the yield
curve at threshold can be explained by the proton
beam energy spread. For comparison, the same
quantity is plotted using the tabulated data of
Liskien and Paulsen for energies below 1.95 MeV.
The incorrect values very close to the reaction
threshold are not due to incorrect cross section
values given in Liskien and Paulsen's paper; rath-
er, they are due to the inability of any tabulated
cross section data to work near threshold because
of the mathematical problems that occur in this
region.

Fig. 2. Di�erential neutron yield for 1.95 MeV protons incident

on natural lithium metal. Fig. 3. A comparison of 0� thick target neutron yields.
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2.3. Thick target neutron energy spectra and angu-
lar distributions

It is straightforward to calculate thick target
neutron energy spectra and angular distributions
by integrating Eq. (2) over solid angle and energy,
respectively:

dY
dEn

�En� � 2p
Z hmax�Ep0

�

0

d2Y
dX dEn

�h;En� sin h dh;

�19�

dY
dX
�h� �

Z En;max�Ep0
�

En;min

d2Y
dX dEn

�h;En� dEn: �20�

Thick target neutron energy spectra produced for
near-threshold energies using Eq. (19) are shown
in Fig. 4, which gives the energy spectra for inci-
dent proton energies in steps of 10 keV between
1.89 and 2.00 MeV. Note that there is no unusual
behavior around 30 keV (En at the reaction
threshold), where other yield computation tech-
niques can produce erroneous spikes due to the
in®nity in the Jacobian product. The accuracy of
these energy spectra should only be limited by the
accuracy of the experimental cross section data,

the nuclear masses, the mass stopping power, nu-
merical round-o� error, and errors incurred by
integrating using the trapezoidal method, all of
which are expected to be small.

Fig. 5 gives the thick target neutron angular
distributions for incident proton energies between
1.89 and 2.00 MeV. These distributions were de-
termined as shown in Eq. (20). A logarithmic scale
has been used for the angular distributions in or-
der to show the extremely low yields in backward
emission directions. For incident proton energies
below E�p, no neutrons are produced for angles
greater than hmax�Ep0

�, as expected.
It is important to note that while the di�erential

neutron angular yield, dY =dX�h�, with units of
neutrons/sr mC, in Fig. 5 is peaked in the 0� di-
rection, the peak in the actual neutron emission
spectrum will not be in the forward direction. In
fact, there will be no neutrons emitted in the 0�

direction. This may be seen in Fig. 6, where the
angular distributions of Fig. 5 are multiplied by the
2p sin h term from the solid angle di�erential ele-
ment. The di�erential neutron yield in Fig. 6 is
therefore given in units of neutrons/degree mC, and
the neutron yield between two angles h1 and h2 is
simply given by the integral of this new yield

Fig. 4. Near-threshold thick target neutron energy spectra for

natural lithium metal.

Fig. 5. Near-threshold thick target neutron angular distribu-

tions for natural lithium metal.
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function over h. The sin h term from the solid angle
element forces the yield to go to zero in the forward
direction, and the maximum yields in the near-
threshold region are seen to be in the 20±40� range.

2.4. Thick target total neutron yields

Integrating the thick target di�erential neutron
yields over both neutron energy and solid angle
gives the total neutron yields for the various inci-
dent proton energies. Table 1 gives total thick
target neutron yields, maximum and mean neutron
energies over all angles, and maximum and mean
emission angles over all energies.

2.5. Application to lithium compounds

It is a relatively simple matter to modify Eq.
(18) to predict neutron yields in lithium com-
pounds. The Aeff term must be changed to cor-
respond to the molecular weight of the lithium
compound, and in addition it is necessary to
multiply by n, the number of lithium atoms per
unit cell of the compound. For example, in the
case of lithium oxide, Li2O, there are two lithium
atoms per molecular unit, so n � 2 and the mo-
lecular weight of Li2O is used for Aeff . Unless the
7Li enrichment is changed, f7Li will not change.
The only other change in calculating yields for
lithium compounds is in the mass stopping power,
which in the absence of experimental data must be

Table 1

Near-threshold thick target neutron yields for lithium metal

Incident proton

energy (MeV)

Total neutron

yield (n/mC)

Maximum neutron

energy (keV)

Mean neutron

energy (keV)

Maximum neutron

angle (degrees)

Mean neutron

angle (degrees)

1.89 6.34E9 67.1 34.0 30.0 16.5

1.90 1.49E10 87.6 38.3 45.2 23.0

1.91 2.41E10 105.3 42.4 60.3 27.8

1.92 3.35E10 121.4 46.5 180 31.9

1.93 4.30E10 136.6 50.6 180 35.3

1.94 5.25E10 151.1 54.4 180 38.3

1.95 6.21E10 165.1 58.1 180 41.0

1.96 7.16E10 178.8 61.6 180 43.5

1.97 8.12E10 192.1 65.0 180 45.6

1.98 9.08E10 205.1 68.4 180 47.6

1.99 1.00E11 218.0 71.7 180 49.4

2.00 1.10E11 230.6 75.1 180 51.1

2.10 2.13E11 350.4 108.4 180 63.0

2.20 3.62E11 463.4 158.9 180 68.7

2.30 5.78E11 573.1 233.1 180 66.3

2.40 7.48E11 680.6 286.5 180 63.8

2.50 8.83E11 786.7 326.4 180 62.9

Fig. 6. Near-threshold thick target neutron angular yields for

natural lithium metal. These yields, with units of neutrons/de-

gree mC, are obtained by multiplication of the angular distri-

butions of Fig. 5 by the solid angle di�erential element.
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estimated from the addivity rule for stopping
powers. Our proton energy range of interest falls
in the region of greatest applicability of the Bethe±
Bloch formula [15], so that the Bragg±Kleeman
rule is generally applicable [16±18]. Unlike lithium
metal, lithium compound stopping powers are
tabulated at particular proton energies, and linear
interpolation is used to determine the stopping
power at energies between these tabulated values.
Tabulated elemental stopping powers used to
construct compound stopping powers were taken
from Janni [15].

Thick target yields have been calculated for
Li3N, Li2O, LiF, LiOH, and LiH. These com-
pounds were chosen to have high lithium atom
densities and low molecular weights. Although the
lithium atom density is higher for all compounds
listed above except LiOH, the neutron yields are
lower than for lithium metal targets. This is due to
the larger stopping powers and masses that appear
in the denominator of Eq. (18). The angular dis-
tributions and energy spectra of lithium com-
pound neutrons are generally similar to those of
lithium metal because the stopping powers of all
elements have the same general energy variation
on the proton energy range of interest, so the
compound stopping powers also have the same
energy variation. A comparison of thick target

neutron yields for several compounds is given in
Table 2.

2.6. Partially thick targets

This technique is well suited to the prediction
of neutron yields from targets that are not su�-
ciently thick to slow the proton beam past the
reaction threshold. Consider a proton beam
passing through a partially thick target of thick-
ness Dx. As the beam passes through the target,
the mean beam energy decreases until it exits the
lithium metal or compound with a mean beam
energy of Ep;exit > Eth. Fig. 7 is similar in compo-
sition to Fig. 1, except that only contours for Ep0

and Ep;exit are shown. Since the proton beam leaves
the target before reaching energies below Ep;exit,
the di�erential neutron yield for proton energies
below this is zero. Neutrons will only be produced
in the region bounded by these contours, but in all
other ways, this calculation is identical to the one
described before. It only remains to determine
Ep;exit.

Consider a function Ri�Ep�, de®ned as the
range of protons of energy Ep in material i. After
passing through a partially thick target, the range

Table 2

Near-threshold thick target neutron yields for lithium com-

pounds (yields are in units of neutrons/mC)

Incident proton

energy (MeV)

Li LiF Li2O

1.89 6.34E9 1.92E9 3.11E9

1.90 1.49E10 4.52E9 7.33E9

1.91 2.41E10 7.29E9 1.18E10

1.92 3.35E10 1.01E10 1.64E10

1.93 4.30E10 1.30E10 2.11E10

1.94 5.25E10 1.57E10 2.57E10

1.95 6.21E10 1.88E10 3.04E10

1.96 7.16E10 2.17E10 3.51E10

1.97 8.12E10 2.45E10 3.98E10

1.98 9.08E10 2.75E10 4.45E10

1.99 1.00E11 3.04E10 4.93E10

2.00 1.10E11 3.33E10 5.40E10

Fig. 7. Contours de®ning neutron production in a partially

thick target. Neutrons are only produced with energy and angle

combinations between the upper and lower contours.
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is reduced and we may invert this function to de-
termine the exit energy:

Ep;exit � Rÿ1
i �Ri�Ep0

� ÿ Dx�; �21�
where Rÿ1

i �x� is the proton energy whose range in
material i is x. This method is applicable for small
target thicknesses such that range and path-length
straggling are not appreciable. In this research, the
range is well ®t to a least squares quadratic, which
is easily inverted by ®nding the roots of the qua-
dratic.

Fig. 8 shows total neutron yields as a function
of proton beam energy for several partially thick
targets in LiF. Note that there is an abrupt bend in
the yield at a proton energy that is characteristic of
the target thickness. The total yield levels out,
decreasing only slightly for higher proton energies.
This may be understood by considering the ex-
pression for total neutron yield from a partially
thick target, Ypartial:

Ypartial � f7LiN0

eAeff

Z Ep0

Ep;exit

rpn�Ep�
ÿ 1

q
dEp

dx

dEp: �22�

Since neither the total (p,n) cross section nor the
mass stopping power changes appreciably for
proton energies between 1.93 and 2.00 MeV, the
total yield is expected to remain constant over this

range. It is important to note, however, that since
the location of the contour for Ep;exit will change,
for a given target thickness, as the incident proton
energy changes, the energy spectrum and angular
distribution of the neutron yield will also change
(see Fig. 7).

3. Summary

This report has given a detailed description of
the method developed for determining thick target
neutron yields from the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction near
the reaction threshold. This technique is particu-
larly useful for the di�erential neutron yield in
angle and energy, since the results do not depend
on any discretization of the angle of emission,
neutron energy, or proton beam energy in the
target. In fact, Eq. (2) may be used to calculate the
neutron yield at a particular value of h and En

without having to follow the entire slowing down
history of the proton beam. The yields were de-
veloped using exact (non-relativistic) kinematic
relations in such a way that the only error in the
yields should be due to errors in the nuclear
masses, stopping powers, cross section parameters,
and trapezoidal integration in the case of energy
spectra and angular distributions. Pathologies in
the yield expression that arise in certain regions of
the (h; En) plane are removed using this technique,
so numerical artifacts such as spikes in the di�er-
ential yield are eliminated.
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